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Abstracyt

   Terininal velocities of relatively coarse particles were measurecl by suspending

the particle in an upward air･flow in a vertical tube. Both the appropriate Iength of

the vertical tube in which the particle was suspencled and the s,uitable construction

of a gas distributor were cletermined based on the measurements of the air velocity

distribution in the tube. Observed terminal velocities of $pherical glass particles

ceincided very well with the calculated values, In the case of corn particle, an

example of irregular-shaped particle, observed terminal velocity agreed well with

that obtained by dropplng the identical particle.

   The method proposecl in this paper is useful to measure the terminal velocity of

coarser particle for which the use o'f the dropping method is inappropriate since it

requires very long travel distance,

Introduction

   Terminal velocity of solid particle falling, in the air is an important factor which

controls the movement of the particles in a certain kincl of gas-solid contact system'}.

In the case of spherical particles, the terminal velocity can be exactly calculated by

the use of the dynainical similarity. That is to say, we can use the relation between

drag-coeflicient and Reynolds' number which has been confirmed experimentally by

many workers, However, the terminal velocity of irregular-shaped particle can not

be easily calculated. In order to estimate the terminal velocity by using the dynami-

cal similarity, we often measure the terminal velocity in the water, for instance,

changing the Reynolds' number over the wide range. In such cases we must prepare

the various-sized many particles of geometrically similar shape. However, it is

diMcult to prepare these particles in the case of irregular-shaped particles. If only an

identical particle is dropped in the air and in the water, the Reynolds' number of the

particle falling at terminal velocity is not the same in both cases and therefore the

dynamical similarity can not be applied.

   The measurement of terminal velocity is very important in the case of
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irregular-shaped particles. Ho, wever, it is, difi'icult to measure the terminal velocity

of coarse particle with a diameter of a few milimeters by sinriply dropping it,

Because the coarse particle must travel very long distancct before its velocity reaches

the terminal velocity. For example, a spherical glass. particle of 2mn'i in diameter

required the travel distance of about 20m, as far as we calculatecl the travel distance

required to reach 97 per cent of the terminal velocity.

   From this point of view we have attempted to ineasure the tertninal vel()city of

the coarse particles by suspending the particle in an upward air-flow,

1. Measuremests of the Terrninal Veloeity by

 Suspending a !'article in an Upward AirhFlow

   A cylindrical gla$s tube was set up vertically as shown in Fig 1, A particle wets

put into the vertical tube and air was let upward in the tube at a uniform vc:locity.

When the solid particle was just suspended in it, the superficial air velocity wass

measured. If the tube diameter is enough large to eliininate the wall effect the

                             superficial air velocity coincides with the terrni-

                             nal velocity ef the particle, The upper end of

                             the tube was enlargecl in diarneter so a$ to

                             prevent an entrainrnent oTf the particle, At the

                             lower part of the tube stage$ of 100-me$h

                             screens were introduced as a gas distributor.

                             We investigated to find eut the appropriate

                             number of stages of screen and the appropriate

                       ･ length of the tube in which the particle was

                             suspencled, based on results of the measurement

                    D [rnmi Of gaS velocity distribution.

  Particte s.g 1.I Velocity distribution of the upward
                     lglOt air-fiow

                     iib6 We adopted lOO-mesh screen as the gas
  screen lgl66 distributor because the pressure drop was rela･

                     IZ:g tively small when the gas flowed through it at a

                     26.s high velocity. First we tried to determine the
                     33si:2 appropriate number of stages of screen. We

                     40･8 measured the velocity distribution of gas which

                             passed through various number of stages of

            . screen. The results are shown in Fig. 2. The
           Air
 . . . distance between adjacent screens was chesen
Fig.1 Eqmpment for measurmg the
     terminal velocity by suspending aS the SaMe as the inside diameter of the glass

     aparticleinupwardair-flow tube D. The gas velocity distribution was
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Fig.2 Effect of the riu:nber of stages of screen on the

    gas velc}city clistribution

measured upwarcl at the distance, D, from the top stage by the use of a modifiecl Pitot

tube. The modified Pitot tube was calibratecl with a standard Pitot tube, As can be

seen in Fig,2,the distributor consisting of two stages of screens gives a mere

uniform velocity distribution than the single-stage distributor. There is no remark-

able difference in the velocity distribution among the distributors with two or more
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    Fig. 3 Gas velocity distribution at various positions

        above the gas distributor
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screens,

   Next we tried to n'ieasure the distribution of gas velc)city tit various posit:i{')ns

al)ove the distributor consisting ef two stages of screeris, The restilts are sh(')wn in

Fig. 3. It may be seen that the velocity distribution is uniform neau' tha tc)p "f the gas

distributor, The velocity distribution is still uniforn} at positions up to tive tirr}es the

tube diameter above the top stage. However, it becomes uneven at the position ten

times the tube diameter from the top stage ; the gas velocity decreases towarcl the

wall of the tube. The results shown in Figs. 2 and 3 were obtainecl at the average i/iith

velocity of about 10m/s, The simil;.tr results were obtained whem t,heb avcrrage gas

velocity was changed in the range wliich corresponded to the t,erminal vctlocity v}re

measured.

   From the results shown in Figs, 2 and 3 it may be said that two stages of screens

are enough to get a good velocity distribution and that the ieng, th c〉f the tube, in which

the particle is suspencled should be limited several tirnes the tubce diameterr, Wc: thus

adopted two stages of screens for the gas distributor, and niade the e'ffec:tive ttibe

length three times the tube diameter (see Fig. 1),

2. Terminal Velocity of Coarse Partieles

 2.I Spherical particles ･
   As described above, the terminal velocity of the spherical particle need not be

measured, because it can be easily calculated by using the dynamical similarity,
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However, first we measured the terminal velocities of the spherical glass particles

ancl compared them with calculated values, to examine whether the acculate termi-

nal velocity could be obtained or not. We used the glass particles which were almost

in the shape of perfect ･spheres. The diameter of each particle was rneasured with a

microscope several times, changing the orientation of the particle. Such particles of

which the difference between the maximum and minimum values were less than

three per cent of average diameter were used.

   By the use of the glass tubes of various diameters shown in Fig. 1 we measured

the superficiai air velocity required to suspend the spherical glass particles of various

sizes, Some of the results are shown in Fig. 4. The abscissa shows the ratio of tube

diameter to particle cliamter and the ordinate, the ratio of air velocity, required to

suspend the particle, to calculated terminal velocity. When the tube diameter is small

the wall effect arises and the observed air velocity required to suspend the particle

is smaller than the calculated terminal velocity. The observecl velocity gets larger as

the tube diameter increases and becomes approximately equal to the calculated

terminal velocity when the ratio of tube diameter to particle diameter amounts to

about 15. We also measured the terminal velocity of the spherical poiyethylene and

polystylene particles. The similar results were obtained for the minimum ratio of the

tube diameter to the particle diameter, at which the termianl velocity could be
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derived.

   Figure 5 illustrates the observed terminal velocities. of various･sized glass

particles obtained on the condition that the tube diameter is more thau I'ifteen time$

the particle diameter. The observed velocities coincide very well with the cak:ulatecl

values.

  2.2 Irregular-shaped particles

   The measurecl terminal velocity can not be compared with the calculatecl valua

in the case of non-spherical particle, So we also measurecl the ternainal velocity c}f

corn particle, as an example of the irrczgtilar-shaped particle, by clroppirig the particle

in the air at rest. In the dropping method falling velocity of the par'ticla} was

measured changing the height from which the particle was dropped. The falling

velocity gradually increases with the dropping height, ancl finally it appr(,)ztche$

approximately constant, that is, the terrninal velocity, We could fortunately measure

the terminal velocity by dropping the particle, because the particle was a smalk〉ne,

   Figure 6 shows the data obtained both by suspencling and by dropping the

identical particle. Physical properties of the particle are also shown in Fig, 6. The

spherical equivalent diameter shown in Fig. 6 rneans the diameter of the sphez-e

which has the same volume as the particle. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the terminal

velocity obtained in the suspending method coincides very well with that obtained in

the dropping method, This resuit indicates that the terminal velocity of irregular-

shaped particles can be also measured acculately by the suspending method,
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Fig.8 Terminal velocities of pear seed and grape seed

   Figure 7 shows the measured terminal velocity of the Soma sand. Figure 8 shows

the measurecl terminal velocities of seeds of a pear and a grape. These seeds were

clried naturally, being Ieft at room temperature for many days, before they were

used, As can be seen in Fig. 6, 7 and 8, in the irreguiar-shaped particle the minimum

ratio of the tube diameter to the particle diameter, at which the terminal velocity

can be derived, is smal!er than that in the spherical particles. The ratio seems to
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    terminal velc)city (Spherical glass parti¢le I)/dp].;;-15)

depend on the shape of the particle. Therefore, if we wish to measure the terminml

velocity of a certain particle of irregular shape, the measurement should be repetated

changing the ratio of the tube diameter to the particle diameter and the minimuni

ratio should be found out,

3. Effect ef the Turbulence

   Air motions are generally turbulent when a coarse particle is suspendecl in

upward air-fiow. In the presence of turbulence the resistance exerted by the fluid on

a particle is different from the case that the particle moves in fluid at rest. The

resistance are usually greater when the fluid moves on the particle at resta}. There-

fore, the terminal velocity measured by suspending a particle in the upward air-flow

is smaller than the real terminal velocity of the particle which drops in the air at

rest,

   We attached the honeycomb between two stages of screen as shown in Fig.9 so

as to minimize the effect of the turbulence and measured the terminal velocities of

the spherical glass particles. The results were compared with the data which were

obtained by using the apparatus without honeycomb, as shown in Fig. 9. There is no

remarkable difference between the measured values obtained using the apparatus

with honeycomb and without honeycomb,

   We adopted the honeycomb to only one apparatus of which the tube diameter

was 31mm. The maximum diameter of the particle which we could measure the
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terminal velocity by using this apparatus was about 2mm. When the particle of such

a small diamter is suspended in the upward air-flow in vertical tube, the tube

Reynolds' number is relatively smali. In the case shown in Fig. 9 the tube Reynolds'

number ranged from 1.5×10` to 2,3×10`. However, the tube Reynolcls' number
becomes larger when the terminal velocities of larger particles are measured, In such

cases further study is necessary on the effect of the turbulence.

Co"ciusion

   The terminal velocities of relativ'e,ly {:oarse particles were measured by suspend-

ing the particle in upward air-flow in vt:i'tical tube, Measured terminai veoocties of

spherical glass pqrticles coincided very well with the calculated values, In the case

of corn particie, a typical example of the irregular-shaped particles, measured

velocity agreed well with that obtained by dropping the identical particle. It was

found that the minimum ratio of tube diameter to particle cliameter, at which the

terminal velocity can be derived, was about 15 in the case of the spherical particle,

In the irregularhshaped particle, the ratio was smaller than that in the spherical

particle. The turbulence did not affect the observed values as far as we measured the

terminal velocity of spherical glass particles up to 2mm in diameter, by using the

tube of 31mm in diameter.

   The method proposed in this paper is a convenient one to measure the terminal

velocity of relatively coarse particle which can not easily be measured by dropping

the particle,
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Nomenclature

D= diameter of glass tube (mm)

d, =particle diameter (mm)
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